
 

LEGAL AND FINANCIAL SET UP IN SPANISH  
SOCIAL ECONOMY FOR THE LABOUR INSERTION OF 

DISABLED CITIZENS – THE CASE OF ONCE Carlos Domínguez López de Castro[1] 
Abstract This paper aims to emphasize the use of Social Economy Principles to the labour insertion of disabled people in Spain between the early eighties and the present time. The legal and financial set up of the subsector of the Social Economy is described to explain the institutional set up of the ONCE Institutions: Foundation ONCE-FUNDOSA Group-Foundation INSERTA triangle. This Institutional set-up is synthesized in the XTALENTO Programme that is co-funded by the European Social Fund. This social economy system has achieved remarkable indicators and is sustainable. Should Romania copy this model or should it extract the best practices? This open question closes the paper. As side elements, the sophisticated Spanish system to absorb structural Funds, in particular European Social Fund is explained and a comparison with Romanian system is done. 
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Introduction ONCE (www.once.es) was created in 1938 to deliver social protec-tion to blind or seriously visual impaired people. In 1988, the ONCE Foundation (www.fundaciononce.es) was created with the idea to extend the social protection model build over 75 years to other groups of disabled person. The FUNDOSA Group (www.grupofundosa.es) was created in 1989 to be the instrument of the Foundation ONCE. In 2009, FSC-Inserta (www.fsc-inserta.es) was created to continue the mediation job done by Fundosa Social Consulting. These four social enterprises have built a system to insert the disabled people using social economy principles. 
                                                  [1] Expert in EU Funded Projects, Tel.: 0034653332698; E-mail: carlosdlc2012@ gmail.com.  
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In the period 2004-2012, ONCE Foundation created 94.934 jobs and trained 87.042 persons. Only in 2012, 5.562 jobs and 432 occupational positions for disabled person were created. FUNDOSA Group runs 33 enterprises that accomplish 356 working centres that are under the Social Economy Sector and has more than 14.000 staff, 70 percent of them disabled. Finally, in the period 2009-2011, FSC-INSERTA inserted 12.058 persons using 30 working centres and 268 mediators, 80 percent of them disabled. These figures have been reached applying Social Economy Princi-
ples[1] to the insertion of the disabled population. This institutional building is inseparable of the legal and financial developments that have shaped the Social Economy Sector and the insertion of the disabled person in Spain in particular. This papers aims to tell the story of these developments, depict the ONCE system and extract conclusions and recommendations for Romania that is on the brick of expanding its Social Economy Sector and receive the second round of structural funds under the 2014-2020 Financial perspectives. In order to meet this goal, the paper is going to focus on the legal and financial elements that sustain an institutional set up built in more than 30 years of expansion of the Social Economy in Spain: 

 Among the legal ones, it is necessary to mention the Law 
5/2011 of the Social Economy that recognizes ONCE as a “singular entity” within the Social Economy Sector; 

 Among the financial ones. Foundation ONCE was nominated as Intermediary body in the European Social Fund Operational 
Programme 2007-2013 with a budget of 174 M€ to be spent on the Insertion of the Disabled. 

                                                  [1] The Law 5/2011 on Social Economy defines the Principles that define Social Economy in Spain in its article 4:1. - Priority of the people and the social objective over capital. 2. - Turnover obtained from economic activity is mainly applied accord-ing to the work contributed and the service or activity carried out by the institution’s partners or members and to the institution’s end social objective. 3.- Encouraging internal solidarity and social solidarity that favours a commitment to local develop-ment, equal opportunities for men and women, social cohesion, the integration of persons at the risk of social exclusion, generating stable and quality employment, conciliation of personal and professional life and sustainability. 4.- Independence from the public authorities. 
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Thus, ONCE, its Foundation ONCE, the social enterprise FUNDOSA Group and the Mediation Agency FSC INSERTA have created an integral system to integrate disabled persons using Social Economy Principles. The Legal set up is addressed first, starting in the early eighties with the launch of advanced legislation and continued with the creation of Social Employment Centres to move into the legislation that created the Insertion Enterprises and Mediation Agencies. A brief comparison with Romania draft legislation closes this section. Then, the paper explains the sophisticated system developed by Spain to increase the rate of absorption of European Social Fund using Cohesion Principles (Programming, Partnership and Co-financing/Additionality) and the role played by Foundation ONCE as Intermediary Body. Romania appears briefly at the end of this section to make a comparison with the Spanish case. Romanian government might issue legislation on social economy in 2014 and, after having completed a full programming period, is now working on the 2014-2020 Programming Period. In the third section, Legal and Financial set ups are used to depict the Institutional set up of the Integral System built by ONCE since the early eighties to insert disabled persons using Social Economy Principles. After summarizing the main findings, conclusions and recommenda-tions are extracted with an eye on the transferability potential of the Spanish experience to Romania. Regarding transferability, it was common after Romania joined the European Union to compare it with Spain; Romania is like Spain but twenty years behind. The developments occurred since then make this assertive sentence not very realistic. Despite the similarities, Romania lives a different context and departs from a different position. Spanish experience could illustrate but Romania will do it in a Romanian way. 
The legal set up to insert disabled people in Spain The Law 5/2011 on Social Economy, the Spanish equivalent to the legislation that Romania is developing for the sector, has two features relevant for this paper: 
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1. It recognizes the Special Employment Centres (Centros Especiales de Empleo, SEC hereinafter) as a form of Social Enterprises, meaning that they follow Social Economy Principles; 2. In its third additional disposition, it defines ONCE as a singular 
entity of the Social Economy Sector. This special status is a consequence of the work carried out under the principles of the social economy in the last thirty years. Now, this recent legislation simply recognizes practices that have been in operation and in motion for many years. In the Spanish case, the motion started in the early eighties with the development of advanced legal framework. It was in 1982 that the Law 13/1982 on the integration of the disabled 

people was issued. In fact, this piece of legislation was a full recognition of the rights of the disabled. It was very advanced in recognizing the need for additional support to achieve the integration of this excluded group. This “positive” discrimination was a key element to advance on the cultural change that recognizes disabled people as full citizens. This Law opened two insertion itineraries for the disabled people: 
 The first one is the Special Employment Centres and the “special relation” that SECs have with the disabled person that they hired; 
 The second sets that enterprises with more than 50 employees 

must have 2 percent of its staff reserved for disabled people [1]. This measure becomes very important in achieving the total integration, as it creates an obligation/responsibility in enter-prises. It must be said that enterprises do not comply with this requirement, but it clearly created the conditions to put pressure on the private sector. Put together, they can be understood as two consecutive stages in the 
insertion process; the disabled person might start in a SEC and, once s/he has acquired the professional and personal qualifications, the Law opens the opportunity/obligation for an insertion on the “normal market”. For this reason, it is very important the “special relation” that 
                                                  [1] It is a hot debate in Spain on the effectiveness of this second itinerary, as companies do not comply with it. Nevertheless, it is clear that the situation would be much worst without it. 
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the disabled has with the SEC. This “special relation” is framed on the social economy principles. 
What is the nature of this “special relation”? The Real Decreto 

1368/1985 has the answer to this. Its article two defines that the special relation applies to those with a disability equal or superior to 33 percent, which diminishes the capacity to perform at work with the same percentage. Precisely, the SEC is created to “adapt” the working conditions to this mental or physical limitation. This must be under-stood as recognition that the disabled person, as the Law 13/1982 states, must be “positively” helped in order to achieve its integration. In fact, this legislation formalizes the insertion process of the disabled and opens the insertion of other excluded groups. For sure that it is inseparable of pursuing a social agenda in which the responsibility towards those facing difficulties is recognized. Later in 1985, the Real Decreto 2273/1985 details the functioning of 
the SECs from managerial, taxes and financial point of view. It stressed the creation of the SECs with the final aim of inserting the disabled, so they must apply an “individual insertion itinerary [1]” to each person. It means that training, counselling, advice and accompanying measure must be in place. For this reason, each SECs must have a minimum of 70 percent of its staff on disabled condition, leaving the 30 percent to be occupied by professionals capable of implementing the “individual insertion itinerary”. 

Who runs the SECs and, consequently, the integration of the disabled? The article three says that they could be created by the public sector or any entity or individual with the capacity to act as businessmen. There are 490 registered SECs in Spain. FUNDOSA Group runs 289 of them, which represents almost 60 percent of this market and makes of GF the mayor operator of these insertion centres. GF has 58 enterprises (33 owned by the group and 25 more participated) and employs 16870 
                                                  [1] Insertion Itineraries are common European Union language. They are labour policy that aims to match offer and demand through the combined use of active employment measures such as identification of gaps, training, mediation and coun-selling with the goal of designing a individual route to get a job. Thus, the Insertion Itinerary tends to be applying when the job seeker is far from the job offer and consist in closing the gap with it. 
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disabled workers (2012). Thus, GF represents a good practice in the development of legal figure in a period of 30 years. In parallel to this legislation, the Real Decreto 44/2007 for the regulation of the Insertion Enterprises (IE hereinafter) aims to define the legal status of these enterprises and set a framework to promote the insertion of excluded people. A second Real Decreto 1796/2010 for the regulation of the Mediation Agency (MA hereinafter) makes possible that entities with the required qualifications and experience might sign an agreement with the National Employment Service to mediate bet-ween labour offer and demand. INSERTA Foundation was an insertion Enterprise, under another name, and became a Mediation Agency in 2010. It is possible to link legal set up and Institutional set up: the legis-lation on SEC makes possible the creation of Fundosa Group or, at least, makes it easier. The legislation of IE and MA make possible the creation of the INSERTA Foundation. Both institutions cannot be thought out without the advanced legislation on the labour insertion of the disabled issued in 1982. Due to the fact that both FUNDOSA Group and INSERTA Foundation applied the principles of the Social Economy, the develop-ment of this sector in Spain is a direct consequence of the robust legal framework put in place by successive governments over a period of thirty years. As we are going to see on the next section, these legal developments run in parallel to the development of a sophisticated system to absorb the resources from the European Union. The paper considers that this experience could be useful for Romania who is working on the development of fresh legislation for the Social 
Economy Sector; (The Ministry of Labour has elaborated a draft legislation that seems it shall be approved in 2014); on a new criteria 
for the classification of the disabled (a World Bank project is helping Romania to advance on this with the final aim of aligning Romanian´s Criteria with International Standards); has had its first round of 
European Social Fund funding (Romania launched a call for proposal to develop Social Economy Sector in 2009 and plans to launch a second round before the end of 2013; whereas the first was focused on the development of sector structures, knowledge and capabilities, the second round pursues the creation or development of social enter-
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prises); and is programming the second round within the 2014-2020 
financial perspective (the draft of the Partnership Agreement includes many references to the Social Economy Sectors, which implies a continuity of the Government support to the enterprises under its umbrella). 

The financial set up to insert disabled people in the 
labour market 

Spain has a singular administrative system that has been recurrently compared with the German lenders. Spain is divided in 17 semi-autonomous Regions plus two autonomous cities: Ceuta and Melilla. The equivalent in Romania is the Agency for Regional Development, in the sense that both are NUTS II. Apart from this, they are totally different. Spanish regions enjoy a great degree of autonomy from the Central Government. This Quasi-Federal Administrative System has been built in successive rounds of negotiations since the system was created in 1976. These rounds of negotiations have deepened the decentralization and today, for example, traditional Central Govern-ment competences like Education or Health have been transferred to Regional Governments; Central Government sets national policies (minimum requirements) and Regions adapt and translate them to its reality. This decentralized system has legal and, more important, financial consequences. In particular, the increasing decentralization has crafted the administrative system to absorb Structural Funds, achieving rates over 100 percent in the period 2000-2006. Spain is currently closing its 3rd Programming Period[1] and is looking into its 4th 2014-2020. These rounds have seen an Increasing 
Decentralization that has applied the Cohesion Policy Principles in an original way. The principles that are going to be taken into account are the Programming, the Partnership and the Co-Financing/Additionality defined in the General Regulation of the Cohesion Policy. The paper is going to focus on how the Spanish European Social Fund (ESF) has applied these principles in an original manner and, once defined, how 
                                                  [1] First was 1991-1999, second 2000-2006 and third 2007-2013. 
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the ONCE Institutions applied them to maximize the insertion of the disabled using Social Economy Principles: 1. The first one refers to the Programming Principle. Spain has been regionalizing the spending of European Social Fund since the 2000-2006 Programming Period. This regionalization means that each Spanish Region elaborates its own Operational Program. Besides, and for certain policies, the Central Government elaborates National Operational Programs. For example, in the 2007-2013 programming period, Spain counts with 17 Regional ESF OPs and three National ESF OPs, plus two small ESF OPs, one for each autonomous city. As con-sequence, Spain has a great number of Managing Authorities: A Central Body (www.uafse.es equivalent to AMPOSDRU) that coordinates all the ESF operations and subordinated bodies in each region that enjoy great autonomy in the programming of the expenditure.  The second refers to the Partnership Principle. Spanish Central Government has transferred certain ESF´s priories to entities that became Intermediary Bodies; these entities are public, private or semi-public. These intermediary bodies, highly specialized on certain ESF´s priorities, have seen a dramatic increase in their budgets and, due to their closeness with beneficiaries, have maximized the multiplication effect of ESF´s resources. For example, the European Social Fund 
National Operational Program against Discrimination 2007-2013 (ESF OP against Discrimination 2007-2013 hereinafter) nominated five In-
termediary Bodies to be responsible of the priorities and the expen-diture of the OP [1]. All these Intermediary Bodies follow social economy principles but the paper focuses on ONCE Foundation. These Social Economy Entities collaborate within the OP Monitoring Committees with many public institutions that are directly involved on the fight against Discrimination.  Thus, while the programming principle has acted more on the public sector organization, the partnership principles have been very active in 
                                                  [1] The five Intermediary Bodies are: ONCE Foundation, CARITAS española (www.caritas.es), CRUZ ROJA ESPAÑOLA (www.cruzroja.es), Fundación Luis Vives (http://www.fundacionluisvives.org/) and Fundación Secretariado Gitano (http:// www.gitanos.org/).  
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setting up Umbrella Institutions capable of delivering the aid to the final beneficiaries in a more effective way. 2. Finally, the Co-Finance/Additionality Principle has been applied in a way that multiplies the effect of ESF investments. Due to the fact that ESF priorities are complementary with priorities of public and non-public institutions, the ESF has been used to co-finance ongoing public plans and programmes. In other words, a National Sector Plan might have 10 percent of its budget from the ESF and 90 percent of the public budget. This mechanism multiplies the effect of the ESF and helps to structure the national budget and align it with European Union spend-ing priorities. For example, ONCE Foundation received 146 M€ from the ESF with a 70 percent co-finance and covered the remaining 30 percent with its own sources.  Altogether, the Programming, Partnership and Co-finance/Additio-nality Principles have helped Spain to concentrate resources where it was more needed and nominated the most appropriate intermediary body to guarantee sound implementation. In turn, these Intermediary Bodies become key players in its sector. The Rate of Absorption achieved in the 2000-2006 Programming Period cannot be understood out of this sophisticated system. The negative effects, which are out of the scope of this paper, are the increasing effect on regional debt and the multiplication of bodies highly dependent on “Brussels” sources. On the other hand, the changing of the Spanish Culture is paramount and, in particular, the conversion of attitudes and beliefs in relation to the disabled people a remarkable success. It can be truly said that Spain converges with European Union.  The ONCE Institutions have benefited from this original application of the Cohesion Policy Principles: 
 Under the Programming Principle, Disabled related priorities in the Social Fund have been included in all the Regional Operational Programs with the Guidelines of the European Union: the ESF must be used to increase the rate of labour insertion of people with disabilities. Thus, each region has been investing on this chapter and 17 stories of its application could be told. Each story has supported operations on the 
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inclusion of disabled people that sum to those implemented on the ESF OP against Discrimination 2007-2013 that aims to arm the anti-discrimination policies at national level. Some-how, the National Programme has acted as an umbrella for the Regional OPs operations against Discrimination, meaning that collaboration protocols were in place. This intra-coor-dination system is out of the reach of this paper but implies an effective network to coordinate actions to support the Social Economy Sector. 
 Under the Partnership Principle. Foundation ONCE was 

nominated as Intermediary Body of the European Social Fund National Operational Program against Discrimination 2007-2013 and it assembled a contribution under the following priorities of the ESF: 
 71. - Pathways to integration and re-entry into employment for 

disadvantaged people; combating discrimination in accessing 
and progressing on the labour market and promoting accep-
tance of diversity at the workplace; 

 80. - Promoting partnerships, pacts and initiatives through 
networking of relevant Stakeholders; 

 85. - Preparation, implementation, monitoring and inspection; 
 86. - Evaluation and studies; information and communication. Priority 71 refers to the application of Full Insertion Methodology, while the other three funded accompanying measures to effectively implement them: Research, Network and Transnational Cooperation. 
 Under the Co-financing/Additionality Principle, Foundation 

ONCE has received 146.7 million Euro to be spent on those 
priorities with a co-finance rate of 70 percent. Foundation ONCE has covered the remaining 30 percent with its own resources. Therefore, the ESF has had in this case a multiply-ing effect; the foundation already has a budget to be spent on the integration of the disabled, the co-financing of these poli-cies by the ESF has enlarged this investment to 70 percent. This requires a clarification. Foundation ONCE has been im-plementing its own Plans on disabled since 1997. These Plans have set increasing indicators for the insertion of person with 
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disabilities with very visual objectives: the 1997-1999 pe-riods set the target 5.000/10.000; the 1999-2008 was called the 20.000/40.000. By 2004, these targets were reached. The Plan 8.000/16.000 for the period 2004-2011 was launched[1]. 
How all this relate to the Social Economy Sector? ONCE Foundation, that applies the Social Economy Principles to the insertion of the disabled, has accessed the financial resources needed to put these principles in motion. There are other sectors, like Roma integration or rural Cooperatives development that have had umbrella bodies res-ponsible of channelizing the ESF´s aid to final beneficiaries. On this occasion, we are going to focus on the system created by ONCE to dramatically increase the insertion of the disabled on the labour market and the accompanying measures put in place to coaching this insertion itinerary. The following section is fully dedicated to it. 
 The Romanian system to absorb ESF sources differs greatly from the 

Spanish one. First of all, it is a centralized one. In the application of the Programming Principle to the ESF only central agencies were entitled as managing authorities. Of course that Romania does not have a regional level as independent as the Spanish one. Instead, in its admi-nistrative organization, Central Government is followed by Counties, being the regional agencies for development of recent creation and without political competences. In relation to the Partnership Principle, it has been applied only on the public sector realm, being little samples of decentralization to private or semi-public bodies; the Intermediary body concept has not been fully used. The Co-financing Principle has left little room to the mobilization of non-public resources, greatly due to the lack of such resources, especially in the third sector. Neverthe-less, along the 2007-2013 Programming Period Implementation, a de-centralized structure has emerged in the POSDRU made explicit in the growing powers conceded to OIRs under the AMPOSDRU coordination. It would be desirable that the benefits of redistribution of funding would be more spread in the upcoming 2014-2020 Programming Period. 
                                                  [1] The first figure refers to jobs created and the second figure to trainings deli-vered; in both cases to disabled people. 
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The institutional set up to insert disabled people on 
the labour market Before depicting the ONCE System to insert disabled people, it is worthy to summarize the main aspects described in the previous sec-tions: Foundation ONCE was awarded with the status of singular entity of the Social Economy Sector in Spain gained for its performance on the insertion of People with Disabilities since its creation in 1988. In the period 2004-2011 it has managed to create 94.934 jobs and occu-pational position and has trained 87.042. INSERTA Foundation, created just in 2011, has achieved 12.058 insertions in the period 2009-2011. FUNDOSA Group has more than 14.000 staff, 70 percent of them disabled and runs 33 enterprises and 25 societies that encompass more than 350 SECs. ONCE Foundation is the Intermediary Body of the ESF OP against Discrimination 2007-2013 for the operations related with the insertion of the Disabled at national level. These achievements run in parallel to a legal history that could be 
summarized in this way: in early eighties, Spain issued legislation that recognizes the right of disabled people to access the labour market through a full insertion itinerary that starts with SECs and continues with the obligation/responsibility of enterprises of more than 50 employees to reserve 2 percent of their positions to the disabled. Before the eighties decade, further legislation develops these itineraries, specially the SECs. Nowadays, more than 400 SECs are registered in Spain and FUNDOSA Group runs more than 300. The new century, as the Cohesion Policy transforms and modernizes Spain, Insertion Com-panies and Mediation Agencies are developed and INSERTA Foundation becomes a mediator between the offer and demand on the labour market. All this is Social Economy Principles applied to the insertion of an excluded population in Spain and, in particular and for the interest of this paper, the labour insertion of the disabled people. Now, once that the story of the system has been depicted, the focus moves to the present. How is the Social Economy System working in these days? The XTalento Programme serves to explain it. 
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XTalento Programme (http://www.portalento.es/) synthesizes this system. It is managed by ONCE Foundation and co-financed by the ESF OP against Discrimination 2007-2013 with a 70 percent, the remaining 30 percent being covered by ONCE Foundation resources. This Program builds on the experience gained in the 2000-2006 Programming Period and is implementing through the Foundation INSERTA with eligibility between 2007 and 2015. The Programme has two main areas: Imple-mentation of Full Insertion Itineraries for disabled people (priority 71 of the ESF) and accompanying measures (priorities 80, 85 and 86 of the ESF). The focus is going to be on the first area that is mainly imple-mented through the INSERTA Foundation and its special methodology to apply the general Full Insertion Itineraries. The Full Insertion Itineraries put in coordinated motion the re-sources of the ONCE Foundation, FUNDOSA Group and Foundation 
INSERTA triangle. ONCE Foundation oversees the process, INSERTA Foundation mediates between offer and demand and FUNDOSA Group offers a first entry on the labour market; FUNDOSA Group´s SEC is not the only SECs that participate, but a main player. In addition to this, and in relation to the second step in the full insertion itinerary according to the Law 5/1982 on the insertion of the disabled people, ONCE Founda-tion has signed cooperation agreements in a number of 342 in the period 2004-2001 with the main Spanish companies; this accompany-ing measure gives continuity to the insertion achieved through the XTALENTO programme. Therefore, the insertion implemented under XTALENTO maximizes the capabilities opened by the Law 5/1982 on the labour insertion of the disabled person. 

How the XTalento Programme works in the field? FSC Inserta has 30 working centres or windows that covered all the Spanish regions. 268 professionals in the field of HR highly specialized on the insertion of disabled people, 80 percent of them disabled, deliver the insertion itineraries. They run a database of 151.203 job seekers and directly insert 12.058 disabled in the period 2009-2011. The insertion path is personal and non-transferable which means that the candidate passes an initial individual interview in which gaps are identified. An Insertion Plan is drawn out ticking in a list of services: a broad offer of trainings that cover from personal to highly qualified training, a mediation 
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service that put in contact offer and demand and, the most important probably, a special service to facilitate the accessibility of the disabled to the job (accessibility involved a broad range of measures ranging from additional training to the acquisition of special equipment for visual or hearing impaired persons). All this process is coached by an assigned tutor that ignites the process and monitors its development. This figure is critical due to the fact it strengthens the individual approach pursued by the Program. Other experiences in Spain on the insertion of excluded people agreed with the increasing importance to this figure, especially in guaranteeing the sustainability of the insertion process. Beside this insertion Itinerary through training and employment as an enterprise, the INSERTA Foundation, through the XTalento Program-me helps entrepreneurs to set up its company through a designed 
Insertion itinerary for those interested in creating a new company. This is in line with the spirit underpinned in the 2014-2020 Programming Period that is going to focus much more on entrepreneurships than the previous programming period. In fact, this pilot experience is qualifying the ONCE Foundation-FUNDOSA Group-INSERTA Foundation triangle to continue its work on the next programming period. Thus, as the XTalento built on the experience gained in the 2000-2006 programming period, the next programme could build on the present programming period to develop a strategy aligned with the new wind that blows through the European Union. 

Conclusions and recomendations The development of the Social Economy Sector in Spain is con-sequence of a favourable Legal Framework that started in the early eighties and has had steadily developments till present; the advanced legislation on the insertion of the disabled; the Regulation defining the “special relation” that disabled workers have with the SEC; the creation of Insertion Companies; and its continuity with the Mediation Agencies. These legal aspects were consolidated in the general Law on the Social Economy that recognized ONCE as a singular entity in the sector. This legislation is very similar to the one under elaboration in Romania. 
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Besides, the development of the Social Economy Sector in Spain is also consequence of the canalization of financial aid through a 
Sophisticated System to absorb the European Social Fund. This System is based on the original interpretation of three principles of cohesion policy: Programming, Partnership and Co-Financing. This System has had a multiplier effect with a double tier: First, it has increased the own budget of certain institutions of the social Economy Sector like ONCE Foundation and, second, it has created umbrella institutions with the capacity to catalyse sector changes. Now, these legal and financial developments have sustained Institu-
tional Development and - what is more important – it produced a deep cultural change. In the insertion of disabled people, the ONCE Foun-dation-FUNDOSA Group-INSERTA Foundation triangle constitutes a successful experience that has achieved remarkable success and has catalysed a deep cultural change that is a real goal, as disabled people are full citizens and not a dependent group of population. On the other hand, the crisis is transforming this institutional set up which suffers of a strong dependence from external resources. Its robustness is suffering of a lack of public funding or reorientation of the expenditure to other priorities. Pursuing a Social Agenda is expensive. In the case of ONCE Institutions, the triangle structure, namely Founda-tion ONCE- FUNDOSA Group - Foundation INSERTA seems to be a more sustainable approach as the value for money spent is guaranteed. This could be an important lesson for Romania, who is setting up its own way to deal with the exclusion not only of the disabled but other groups like Roma, women, rural youth, etc... What is important is to effectively combine legal and financial set ups to achieve sustainable solutions.  Structural Funds have the advantage to fund experiments without severe penalties. However, its accessibility introduces a structural character meaning that they have a calling effect on public and private funding. Therefore, the most important stage in the use of structural funds is the programming; Foundation ONCE presented a sustainable Institutional set up that has been able to deal with excluded groups. Its holistic approach to the question has achieved the cultural change that is the success of insertion. 
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Thus, should Romania decentralize the management of structural Funds and nominate Intermediary Bodies with the knowledge and skills to deliver innovative solutions? Or should it maintain a more centraliz-ed system? Should the Social Economy Sector be structured through Umbrella Organizations with similar competences as Foundation ONCE? Or should it go for small entities operating at local scale? The answer is not singular, but opens to an Institutional set up (legal and financial) capable of sustaining “positive” support to those excluded. 
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Internet resources 

1. Observatorio Española de la Economía Social - www.obser-vatorioeconomiasocial.es. 
2. Centro Internacional de Investigación e Información sobre la Eco-nomía Pública, Social y Cooperativa (CIRIEC-España) – www.ciriec.es. 
3. Ministerio de Trabajo e Inmigración. Dirección General de la Economía Social, del Trabajo Autónomo y de la Responsabilidad Social de las Empresas - www.empleo.gob.es/es/sec_trabajo/autonomos/eco-nomia-soc/EconomiaSocial/index.htm. 
4. Revista CIRIEC-España. Revista de Economía Social, Pública y Cooperativa - www.ciriec-revistaeconomia.es. 
5. Revista de Estudios Cooperativos (REVESCO) - pendientede-migracion.ucm.es/info/revesco. 
6. Institutul de Economie Sociala - http://www.ies.org.ro. 
7. Unidad Administradora del Fondo Social Europeo - Spanish European Social Fund Operational Programmes - http://www.em-pleo.gob.es/uafse/es/programando/programasOperativos/index.html. 
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8. www.once.es. 
9. www.fundaciononce.es. 
10. www.grupofundosa.es. 
11. www.fsc-inserta.es. 
Conferences. Events 

1. Conference: Co-operative contribution to the EU 2020 strategy. Brussels, 23-04-2014. - Commission Staff Working Document: On the need to modify the European Cooperative Society (SCE) Regulation. 
2. Conference: Social enterprises and the Europe 2020 strategy: innovative solutions for a sustainable Europe. Brussels, 3rd October 2012. Conclusions http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/conclu-sions--7.pdf. 
 




